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The Richtmyer–Meshkov instability is numerically investigated for strong shocks, i.e., for
hypervelocity cases. To model the interaction of the flow with non-equilibrium chemical effects
typical of high-enthalpy flows, the Lighthill–Freeman ideal dissociating gas model is employed.
Richtmyer’s linear theory and the impulse model are extended to include equilibrium dissociation
chemistry. Numerical simulations of the compressible Euler equations indicate no period of linear
growth even for amplitude to wavelength ratios as small as one percent. For large Atwood numbers,
dissociation causes significant changes in density and temperature, but the change in growth of the
perturbations is small. A Mach number scaling for strong shocks is presented which holds for frozen
chemistry at high Mach numbers. A local analysis is used to determine the initial baroclinic
circulation generation for interfaces corresponding to both positive and negative Atwood ratios.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics. @S1070-6631~97!02806-7#I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the Richtmyer–Meshkov environment has
been the subject of extensive research, including laboratory
experiments and numerical simulations.1 In 1960,
Richtmyer2 performed the linear stability analysis of long
wavelength perturbations (A0 /l!1, where A0 ,l are the ini-
tial perturbation amplitude and wavelength, respectively! on
a vertical interface separating two gases ~see Fig. 1! subject
to an impulsive acceleration. Richtmyer considered positive
Atwood ratio interfaces ~the Atwood ratio is defined as
At5(h21)/(h11) where h[r3 /r0 is the density ratio of
the gases across the interface! and derived linear partial dif-
ferential equations. The large time asymptotic solution of
these equations implied that the perturbation amplitude
grows linearly with time. The prediction of linear growth
was verified experimentally by Meshkov3 in 1969 and RM
~Richtmyer–Meshkov! instability became a research subject
in its own right. Note that Meshkov’s experimental growth
rate did not quantitatively agree with Richtmyer’s analysis.
Grove et al.4 and later Holmes et al.5 noted the importance
of non-linearity and compressibility effects which cause sig-
nificant deviation of the growth rate from that predicted by
linear theory.
Hitherto, most investigations of the Richtmyer–
Meshkov instability have been confined to shocks with Mach
number, M<4 where M is the ratio of the shock speed to the
sound speed in the gas ahead of the shock. In this paper, we
present results of hypervelocity RM instability. The term
‘‘hypervelocity’’ is used in distinction with the term ‘‘hyper-
sonic.’’ Hypervelocity implies not only high Mach number
but also large velocities and therefore high total enthalpy.
Thus, in hypervelocity RM instability, the shocks are of
strength sufficient to activate dissociation/recombination
chemistry and related gas-chemistry interactions. The moti-
vation to study strong shock Richtmyer–Meshkov instability
comes from its relevance to inertial confinement fusion ~ICF!
and astrophysical phenomena.6,7 Experiments have been con-
ducted with the Nova Laser8 to understand the complicated
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ent from the actual experiments conducted with the Nova
Laser, an insight into the hydrodynamical processes at high
Mach numbers is crucial to understand the more involved
physics in ICF. Furthermore, the numerical investigations in
this paper may be considered precursors for experiments in
the free piston shock tunnel, T5, at Caltech.9
The primary focus of this paper is on numerical experi-
ments of hypervelocity shock interactions with single mode
~sinusoidal! interfaces. We are interested in the effect of dis-
sociation chemistry on the growth of the perturbations and
the circulation on the interface. In Sec. II, the physical pa-
rameters, governing equations and a brief description of the
chemistry model are given. In Sec. III, we present a local
analysis to determine the self-similar solution for oblique
interfaces. This analysis enables us to quantify the baroclinic
circulation generation on a sinusoidal interface. In Sec. IV
we extend Richtmyer’s linear theory and the impulse model
to include equilibrium dissociation chemistry. In Sec. V a
brief discussion of the numerical method is given, followed
by detailed results of simulations in Secs. VI and VII. In
addition, we examine scalings in Mach number relevant to
the circulation, perturbation amplitude and growth rate for
strong shocks.
II. PHYSICAL PARAMETERS, EQUATIONS AND
CHEMISTRY MODEL, AND
NON-DIMENSIONALIZATION
A. Physical parameters
The physical domain is a rectangular shock tube; x(y) is
the downstream ~transverse! direction. The extent of the
physical domain is @xl ,xr#3@0,l/2# . The principal param-
eters are:
~1! The gases on either side of the interface. Typical of hy-
pervelocity flows are high temperature effects, most no-
tably finite rate chemical reactions of the gases present.
In our investigation we use diatomic gases to elucidate
the differences due to chemical reactions by only allow-
ing for the dissociation/recombination reactions1783$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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A21S$2A1S ~1!
~with S as the third body of the interaction!. The gas
combinations considered here are: hydrogen-nitrogen
~H2–N2!, nitrogen-hydrogen ~N2–H2!, nitrogen-oxygen
~N2–O2! and oxygen-nitrogen ~O2–N2!. Note that for the
H2–N2 ~N2–H2! and N2–O2 ~O2–N2! interfaces the
shock moves from a medium of lower ~higher! acoustic
impedance to one with a higher ~lower! acoustic imped-
ance ~where the acoustic impedance is defined as the
product of the density and the sound speed for the un-
shocked gas!.
~2! The speed of the incident shock, U0. We will refer to the
gas in which the shock is initialized as the ‘‘incident’’
gas and the gas on the other side of the interface as the
‘‘transmitted’’ gas. Furthermore, although the Mach
number is an ill-defined quantity for hypervelocity flow,
in our investigation we define a Mach number of the
shock by M[U0 /c0 where c0 is the frozen speed of
sound in the unshocked incident gas. Thermodynami-
cally, one defines the square of the sound speed as the
partial derivative of pressure with respect to density
while holding entropy constant, i.e., c25(]p/]r)s .
However, in flows with chemical reactions, this deriva-
tive is not unique. Consider, for instance, the flow of a
gas with non-equilibrium dissociation reaction of the
form written above. Then the thermodynamic state is
defined by three variables, namely the pressure p , the
density r and q which gives the chemical state of the
gas. For dissociation q may be taken as the mass fraction
of the dissociated gas. Let the equilibrium dissociated
composition be given by q*[q*(p ,r). If the sound
speed is calculated holding q5q* then this is termed the
equilibrium speed of sound. For all other values of q the
sound speed is termed the frozen speed of sound. We
refer the reader to chapter VIII in the book by Vincenti
and Kruger10 for further details.
~3! The thermodynamic state of the unshocked gases, which
is chosen to approximately match the conditions in the
shock tunnel T5. The initial unshocked gases were main-
tained in thermal and mechanical equilibrium with the
pressure and temperature in both gases initialized to
p05p350.1 atm and T05T35298 K, respectively. At
this thermodynamic state the gases are present only in
their diatomic state; consequently the frozen and equilib-
rium sound speeds are identical.
~4! In addition to the above parameters, the geometry of the
interface has to be specified. In this paper, we examine a
FIG. 1. Schematic of a shock interaction with single harmonic perturbed
density interface. Boundary conditions are inflow/outflow in the
x-direction and reflecting in the y-direction.1784 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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harmonic with initial amplitude A(0)[A0) as in Fig. 1
and oblique or sawtooth perturbed interfaces as shown in
Fig. 2. The ratio of initial amplitude to wavelength,
A0 /l is useful in parametrizing the sinusoidal interfaces
while the angle b0 between the shock and the interface is
a useful parameter for the oblique interface. We empha-
size that the focus of this paper is on the evolution of the
single mode interfaces and that the oblique interfaces are
useful in determining the baroclinic circulation on
shocked interfaces.
For the sinusoidal interface, we choose l510 cm in this
study to approximately match the test section width of T5,
the free piston shock tunnel at Caltech. A quantity of interest
is the evolution of the so-called ‘‘mixing width’’ which we
take to be the perturbation amplitude, A[A(t).
B. Equations and chemistry model
Consistent with several previous studies of the
Richtmyer–Meshkov instability, the governing equations of
motion are the compressible Euler equations in two dimen-
sions written below in conservation form,
Ut1Fx~U!1Gy~U!5S~U!, ~2!
where
U5$r ,ru ,rv ,E ,rk ,rkak%T,
F~U!5$ru ,ru21p ,ruv ,~E1p !u ,rku ,rkaku%T,
~3!
G~U!5$rv ,ruv ,rv21p ,~E1p !v ,rkv ,rkakv%T,
S~U!5$0,0,0,0,0,w˙ k%T.
We accept the use of the multi-dimensional compress-
ible Euler equations as a model for real fluid behavior in
spite of the reported lack of convergence in the neighbor-
hood of vortex sheets.11 In the above equations, rk is the
density of the kth gas (k51,2, as only two gases are present!
comprising both the diatomic and the monatomic constitu-
ents, and r is the total density. We choose r1 (r2) to be the
density of the transmitted ~incident! gas. Note that the sub-
scripts ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ used here are not to be confused with
those used in Sec. III and in Figs. 1 and 2 where subscripts
‘‘0’’ and ‘‘3’’ are used to indicate the unshocked incident
and transmitted gases, respectively. The mass fraction of the
monatomic constituent of the kth gas is ak .
FIG. 2. Schematic of a shock interaction with a sawtooth interface inclined
at b0 to the plane of the shock.R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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At this point, we need to model the production terms
w˙ k . It is assumed that the chemical reactions are adequately
modeled by the Lighthill Ideal Dissociating Gas model12
used in conjunction with Freeman’s chemical-reaction rate
equation.13 The law of mass action for the IDG model, which
specifies the equilibrium chemical composition, may be writ-
ten as
ak
2
12ak
5
rd ,k
rk
expS 2ud ,kT D . ~4!
In the above equation, ud ,k is the dissociation temperature of
the kth gas. The characteristic density rd ,k is an approxima-
tion to a collection of terms in the partition function which is
a weak function of temperature and is taken to be a constant
by Lighthill for a wide range of temperatures. The assump-
tion that the characteristic density is constant is equivalent to
representing the sum of the equilibrium electronic excitation
energies of the monatomic constituent and the vibrational
excitation energies of the diatomic constituent by a single
degree of freedom for the diatomic constituent which is ex-
cited at all temperatures. Thus, in the IDG model, the gas is
in a state of vibrational excitation even at low temperatures.
This implies a specific heat ratio g54/3 when no dissocia-
tion occurs at low temperatures. This is the most severe limi-
tation of the IDG model.
The production term w˙ k may be written as
w˙ k
rk
[
dak
dt 5Ck~T !rkF ~12ak!expS 2ud ,kT D2 rkrd ,k ak2G . ~5!
The function Ck(T), related to third body efficiencies in the
dissociation reaction, is given by
Ck~T !5CkTkk. ~6!
The constants Ck ,kk are obtained from experimental data.
For the gases considered, the IDG properties and the range of
temperature in which the IDG model is valid are given in
Table I.
For the kth gas ~composed of a diatomic and a mon-
atomic constituent! the internal energy, enthalpy and ratio of
specific heats are given by10
ek5~3T1akud ,k!Rk ,
hk5@~41ak!T1akud ,k#Rk , ~7!
gk5
41ak
3 ,
where Rk is the gas constant of the diatomic constituent of
the kth gas.
Ideally, in the absence of physical viscosity, the two
gases cannot mix. However, in numerical simulations, the
gases may mix in the vicinity of the interface due to numeri-
TABLE I. IDG properties.
Gas rd(kg/m3) ud(K) C ~SI units! k Temperature range ~K!
Hydrogen 1800 51900 6.0E15 21 2000–12000
Nitrogen 130000 113200 1.0E23 23 1000–7000
Oxygen 15000 59380 1000–7000Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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ratio of the mixture of the two gases are given by
e5(
k
rk
r
ek ,
h5(
k
rk
r
hk , ~8!
g5
(kgkrkRk
(krkRk
.
The total energy E is given by
E5re1 12 r~u21v2!, ~9!
and the pressure is related to the total energy by
p5~g21 !FE2 12 r~u21v2!2(k rkakud ,kRkG . ~10!
We emphasize that each gas in the mixture dissociates inde-
pendently and does not react with the other gas. This is not a
serious limitation for a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen.
For a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen, the formation of ni-
trogen oxides is usually small compared with the other spe-
cies and may be ignored as a first approximation.
C. Non-dimensionalization
For the results presented the density, velocity, time, and
length are normalized by r0, c0, l/c0 and l , respectively.
Note that l/c0 is the time taken for an acoustic wave to
travel one wavelength.
The Damko¨hler number ~a non-dimensional parameter!
is defined as
V5
da
dt
l
c0
, ~11!
where the reaction rate is evaluated at the incident shock
front. V may be considered as the non-dimensional reaction
rate. There are three cases which must be considered:
~1! The frozen limit in which the reaction rates are zero ~i.e.,
V50).
~2! The equilibrium limit in which the reaction proceeds in-
finitely fast. In this case V!` and the law of mass
action must be used to determine the equilibrium chemi-
cal composition.
~3! The case 0,V,` for which the reaction proceeds at a
finite rate. Usually this case is the one which occurs in
most physical situations. However, under ‘‘usual’’ con-
ditions the frozen and the equilibrium limits provide use-
ful bounds. A finite Damko¨hler number implies an addi-
tional length scale which must be resolved in the
computations. In our investigation, in all but one case,
we compute the frozen and equilibrium limits. The jus-
tification for this will become apparent later on in the
paper.
III. LOCAL ANALYSIS
The first physical process which occurs as the incident
shock traverses the interface is refraction which means that1785R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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the incident shock wave bifurcates at the interface to form a
transmitted and a reflected wave. From the point of view of
the local analysis, it is important to determine the nature of
the reflected wave, i.e., whether it is a rarefaction or a shock.
The type of the reflected wave depends upon the strength of
the shock, the densities of the gases across the interface as
well as the ratio of specific heats for the gases. Yang et al.14
have also derived relations to determine the nature of the
reflected wave. For the purposes of this paper, based on the
gas parameters used, it is sufficient to note that if the incident
gas has a smaller ~larger! acoustic impedance than the trans-
mitted gas, then the reflected wave is a shock ~rarefaction!.
This may be restated as follows. For cases of positive ~nega-
tive! Atwood ratios the reflected wave is a shock ~rarefac-
tion!, respectively. Henderson and Abd-El-Fattah ~see Refs.
15 and 16! have classified the refraction process as ‘‘slow-
fast’’ or ‘‘fast-slow’’ depending upon whether the transmit-
ted shock speed is less or more than the incident shock
speed. In terms of the terminology employed by Henderson
and co-workers, for the cases considered in this paper, the
interaction is slow-fast ~fast-slow! if the transmitted gas has
a lower ~higher! density than the incident gas. Thus for slow-
fast ~fast-slow! interaction the reflected wave is a rarefaction
~shock!. In all the cases considered in this paper, the trans-
mitted wave is a shock.
We examine the vorticity equation for an inviscid com-
pressible flow in two dimensions:
Dv/r
Dt 5
¹r3¹p
r3
. ~12!
The term on the right in Eq. ~12! is the baroclinic source
term. During the refraction process a misalignment of pres-
sure and density gradients leads to rapid vorticity deposition
on the interface. We refer to this as the ‘‘primary baroclinic
circulation generation.’’ Note that for the above process, we
consider the pressure gradient across the shock and the den-
sity gradient across the interface. In this section we present a
local analysis which is used to evaluate the primary baro-
clinic circulation generation. In this case, the interface is a
sawtooth wave inclined at an angle b0 to the plane of the
incident shock ~Fig. 2!. In addition, the local analysis is a
useful code validation tool.
The results for the frozen cases were obtained using the
analysis of Samtaney and Zabusky.17,18 We present here an
extension of their results and perform a local analysis for the
equilibrium cases ~V5`!. Note that the subscripts ‘‘1’’ and
‘‘2’’ used in this section are not to be confused with those
used in Sec. II.
A. Reflected shock case
If the acoustic impedance of the incident gas is smaller
than that of the transmitted gas then the reflected wave is a
shock. For sufficiently small b0 ~i.e., regular refraction! all
the waves meet in a single node ~see Fig. 3!. Furthermore, in
a small neighborhood of the node all the waves are straight
lines. In this case, the Euler equations admit a self-similar or
quasi-steady solution. In a frame of reference attached to the
node, one may solve the jump conditions across the three1786 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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a local solution valid in a neighborhood of the node.
The refraction process is schematically depicted in Fig.
3. The incident, reflected, and transmitted shocks are indi-
cated by ‘‘i,’’ ‘‘r,’’ and ‘‘t’’ respectively. The material inter-
face or the contact discontinuity is indicated by ‘‘m-m.’’ The
subscripts i50,1,3(k518,2,4) denote the states ahead ~be-
hind! ‘‘i’’, ‘‘r’’ and ‘‘t.’’ u ,v ,q are the normal, tangential
and total velocities, h is the enthalpy, and a is the degree of
dissociation. The states ahead of the incident shock, i.e.,
(r ,u ,v ,q ,p ,T ,h ,a)0 are known from the given initial data.
The thermodynamic states (r ,p ,T ,h ,a) and total velocity
q are identical behind the incident shock and ahead of the
reflected shock. Let d i ,i50,1,3 be the streamline deflections
due to ‘‘i’’, ‘‘r’’ and ‘‘t.’’ There are 31 unknowns, namely:
(r ,u ,v ,q ,p ,T ,h ,a)k , k518,2,4, (d i ,i50,1,3), (u1 ,v1),
and (u3 ,v3). To solve for these unknowns we apply the
jump conditions across the three shocks, i.e.,
r iui5rkuk ,
pi1r iui
25pk1rkuk
2
, ~13!
hi1 12 qi
25hk1 12 qk
2
.
In addition, we have the continuity of the tangential velocity
across the shocks and the definition of total velocity
v i5vk , ~14!
qk
25uk
21vk
2
,
q1
25u1
21v1
2
, ~15!
q3
25u3
21v3
2
.
The streamline deflections are given by
tand i5
~ui2uk!v i
~v i
21uiuk!
. ~16!
The following thermodynamic relations are used:
a[a(r ,T), p[p(r ,T), and h[h(r ,T) which according to
the IDG model are
FIG. 3. Schematic of regular refraction of a shock at a low-high acoustic
impedance interface. The reflected wave is a shock.R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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a2
12a 5
rd
r
expS 2udT D ,
p5r~11a!RT , ~17!
h5~41a!RT1aRud .
The compatibility conditions needed to close the above set of
nonlinear algebraic equations are the continuity of pressure,
p25p4 , ~18!
and the continuity of the normal velocity component across
the shocked contact discontinuity which implies
d05d11d3 . ~19!
Equations ~13!–~19! are 31 algebraic equations which are
solved simultaneously to obtain the local solution in the vi-
cinity of the node. Given the incident shock strength and
b0 fixes d0. We then guess d3 and determine d1 using Eq.
~19!. A good guess can be obtained by taking the average of
the minimum and maximum values of d3 ~the maximum
value for d3 is d0 and the minimum is that value of d3 when
p4 equals p1). Given d1 and d3 we determine, using New-
ton’s method, the pressure ratios p2 /p1 and p4 /p3 across the
reflected and the transmitted shocks, respectively. We then
choose a new value for d3 by employing the midpoint bisec-
tion method and iterate until p25p4. Of particular interest is
the magnitude of the vortex sheet strength given by
s5uq22q4u. ~20!
For a H2–N2 interface inclined at b0530° the density
and temperature behind the reflected and transmitted shocks
and the vortex sheet strength for the equilibrium limit, nor-
malized by the frozen limit, are plotted in Fig. 4. The differ-
ences due to dissociation occur at about M56. While the
density and the temperature behind the reflected and the
transmitted shock show appreciable differences due to disso-
ciation, the change in the vortex sheet strength is small. For
M.15 all the diatomic species have dissociated completely
and the resulting gas behaves as a monatomic perfect gas. In
fact the slope of the Hugoniot becomes negative. This causes
FIG. 4. Local solution for equilibrium dissociated flow normalized by the
frozen solution for a b0530°, H2–N2 interface. Subscript ‘‘2’’ ~‘‘4’’! rep-
resents values between the reflected ~transmitted! shock and contact surface.
s is the vortex sheet strength.Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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perature. We caution the reader that results for M.15 may
not be accurate as the temperature behind the transmitted
shock is significantly beyond the range of temperatures for
which the IDG model is valid.
A similar analysis was performed for the N2–O2 inter-
face. The results for b0545° are shown in Fig. 5. For
M,18 the vortex sheet strength for the equilibrium limit is
larger than the frozen limit.
B. Reflected rarefaction case
In this section we present a local analysis for the case
when the reflected wave is a rarefaction ~denoted as ‘‘e’’ in
Fig. 6!. In this case the jump conditions across the reflected
shock are replaced by the equations of a Prandtl–Meyer isen-
tropic expansion. The streamline deflection across the expan-
sion fan is given by
FIG. 5. Local solution for equilibrium dissociated flow normalized by the
frozen solution for a b0545°, N2–O2 interface. Subscript ‘‘2’’ ~‘‘4’’! rep-
resents values between the reflected ~transmitted! shock and contact surface.
s is the vortex sheet strength.
FIG. 6. Schematic of regular refraction of a shock at a high-low acoustic
impedance interface. The reflected wave is a centered rarefaction.1787R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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d15E
1
2S q2
c2
21 D 1/2dqq , ~21!
where c is the equilibrium sound speed given for a gas mod-
eled as an IDG by
c
RT5
a~12a2!~112T/ud!1~813a2a3!~T/ud!2
a~12a!13~22a!~T/ud!2
.
~22!
In solving Eq. ~21!, the entropy ~given below for a gas mod-
eled as an IDG! is held constant:
s
R53log
T
ud
1a~122loga!
2~12a!log~12a!2~11a!log
r
rd
. ~23!
The continuity of normal velocity across the shocked contact
discontinuity implies that
d01d15d3 . ~24!
As for the reflected shock case, we obtain the local solution
in the vicinity of the node where all the three waves meet
provided the angle b0 is small enough to admit regular re-
fraction. For a N2–H2 interface inclined at b0515° the den-
sity and temperature behind the reflected centered expansion
wave and transmitted shock, and the vortex sheet strength for
the equilibrium case normalized by the frozen case are
shown in Fig. 7. Effects of dissociation are apparent for
M>10. The vortex sheet is stronger for the equilibrium
chemistry case for 5.9<M<15.8 and weaker for M.15.8.
This effect could be due to the recombination of nitrogen
across the expansion wave.
A similar analysis was performed for the O2–N2 inter-
face. The results for b0545° are shown in Fig. 8. The vortex
sheet strength increases whenever chemistry is active for
M,18.
FIG. 7. Local solution for equilibrium dissociated flow normalized by the
frozen solution for a b0515°, N2–H2 interface. Subscript ‘‘2’’ ~‘‘4’’! rep-
resent values between the reflected ~transmitted! waves and contact surface.
s is the vortex sheet strength.1788 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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interface
The above analysis enables us to determine the primary
baroclinic circulation generation on a sinusoidal interface by
integrating the vortex sheet strength over the original length
s of the interface ~and neglecting curvature effects! as
G l5E s~s ! cosb0~s !cos~b0~s !2d3~s !! ds . ~25!
In Eq. ~25! the integrand exists if the refraction remains
regular during the time the incident shock traverses the in-
terface. The maximum angle between the interface and the
shock is given by arctan(A0k) which for A0 /l50.1 is 32.14°.
For the interaction of a M510 shock with a H2–N2 inter-
face, the integration is possible because the refraction is
regular when the incident shock traverses the interface. If the
refraction becomes irregular when the shock traverses the
interface, then the local analysis cannot be used to determine
the primary circulation generation. For such cases, we may
use the following asymptotic result17,18
G l52A0S ]s]b0D b050 , ~26!
where the derivative in the above equation is evaluated nu-
merically in the equilibrium chemistry case. The total circu-
lation at the end of the refraction process was quantified for
sinusoidal interfaces with A0 /l50.1 in numerical simula-
tions ~see Secs. VI and VII!. The comparison between the
theoretical circulation G l and numerical baroclinic circulation
G is summarized in Table II. We determined the circulation
for the N2–H2 interface employing the asymptotic result
given by Eq. ~26!.
IV. THE LINEAR THEORY AND IMPULSE MODEL FOR
AN IDG
In this section we extend the linear theory and im-
pulse model to flows with equilibrium dissociation chemis-
try for the case of a reflected shock wave. Richtmyer2
derived a wave equation governing the pressure disturbances
FIG. 8. Local solution for equilibrium dissociated flow normalized by the
frozen solution for a b0545°, O2–N2 interface. Subscript ‘‘2’’~‘‘4’’! rep-
resent values between the reflected ~transmitted! waves and contact surface.
s is the vortex sheet strength.R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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by linearizing the compressible Euler equations. In linear
theory any quantity q(x ,y ,t) is expressed as q(x ,y ,t)
5q0(x ,t)1q1(x ,t)exp(iky) where the superscript ‘‘0’’ de-
notes the basic state while ‘‘1’’ denotes the perturbation. The
basic state is calculated by solving a one dimensional shock-
contact discontinuity interaction and consists of a contact
discontinuity, and a reflected and a transmitted shock.
Richtmyer’s equations are stated below ~in our notation!:
]2pl
1
]t2
5cl
2S ]2pl1]x2 2k2pl1D , ~27!
where pl
1 is the pressure disturbance and l52,4 depending
upon whether this equation is solved in region ‘‘2’’ ~region
between the reflected shock and the contact discontinuity! or
region ‘‘4’’ ~region between the transmitted shock and the
contact discontinuity!. In a frame of reference moving with
the mean velocity of the contact, denote the speeds of the
transmitted shock and the reflected shock as Wt and Wr re-
spectively ~both are taken to be positive numbers!. Further-
more denote the post-shock contact amplitude and the ampli-
tudes of the perturbed transmitted and reflected shock fronts
as A0 ,At ,Ar respectively. The boundary conditions at the
transmitted shock are
A˙ t~ t !5Cts1p4
1~Wtt ,t !, ~28!
p4
1~wtt ,t !
dt 5Cts2
]p4
1~x ,t !
]x
U
x5Wtt
1Cts3At~ t !, ~29!
where the coefficients are defined by
Cts1[
1
2
1
r4
02r3
0 F 1Wt 2 WtKt~c40!2G , ~30!
Cts2[@Wt
22~c4
0!2#Y FWt1 ~c40!22Wt 1 Wt2KtG , ~31!
Cts3[k2~c4
0!2r4
0u3
0Wt Y FWt1 ~c40!22Wt 1 Wt2KtG , ~32!
and Kt is the slope of the Hugoniot denoted as Ph(V) for the
transmitted shock, and is given by
Kt[2
1
~c4
0r4
0!2
dPh~V !
dV U
V51/r4
0
. ~33!
Similarly the boundary conditions at the reflected shock are
TABLE II. Comparison of circulation from local analysis with numerical
simulations. The interface is sinusoidal with A0 5 0.1.
Interface M Chemistry G l G
N2–H2 12 Frozen 2.246 2.157
N2–H2 12 Equilibrium 2.334 2.166
N2–H2 18 Frozen 3.241 3.161
N2–H2 18 Equilibrium 3.081 2.984
H2–N2 10 Frozen –1.191 –1.159
H2–N2 10 Equilibrium –1.103 –1.081
H2–N2 15 Frozen –1.720 –1.763
H2–N2 15 Equilibrium –1.525 –1.543Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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1~Wrt ,t !, ~34!
p2
1~Wrt ,t !
dt 52Crs2
]p2
1~x ,t !
]x
U
x5Wrt
1Crs3Ar~ t !, ~35!
where the coefficients are defined by
Crs1[
1
2
1
r2
02r1
0 F 1Wr 2 WrKr~c20!2G , ~36!
Crs2[@Wr
22~c2
0!2#Y FWr1 ~c20!22Wr 1 Wr2KrG , ~37!
Crs3[k2~c2
0!2r2
0u1
0WrY FWr1 ~c20!22Wr 1 Wr2KrG , ~38!
and Kr is the slope of the Hugoniot, denoted as Pl(V) for the
reflected shock, and is given by
Kr[2
1
~c2
0r2
0!2
dPl~V !
dV U
V51/r2
0
. ~39!
The boundary conditions at the interface are
p2
15p4
1
, ~40!
d2A0~ t !
dt2 52
1
r2
0
dp2
1
dx U
x502
52
1
r4
0
dp4
1
dx U
x501
. ~41!
So far we have just repeated what was derived by Richtmyer.
To include equilibrium dissociation chemistry we require the
following modifications:
~1! The basic state must now be solved for flows with equi-
librium chemistry. The equations developed for the local
analysis may be used with b050.
~2! The sound speed in Eq. ~27! must be the equilibrium
sound speed for an IDG defined by Eq. ~22!.
~3! The Hugoniots used must be for an IDG. The slope of
the Hugoniots, Kt and Kr are calculated by numerical
differentiation.
It is convenient to employ the transformation j[x/t as done
by Yang et al.14 This ensures that the boundaries are fixed.
The wave equation governing the pressure perturbation now
becomes ~dropping the super- and subscripts!14
]2p
]t2
5
c22j2
t2
]2p
]j2
1
2j
t
]2p
]t]j
2
2j
t
]p
]j
2k2p . ~42!
Note that the boundary conditions have to be modified ac-
cording to the transformation j[x/t . Since time t appears in
the denominator in Eq. ~42!, we make the transformation
s5log(t) to increase the accuracy of the solution for small
times. Equation ~42! is then written as the following two
equations which are solved numerically by a second-order
accurate finite difference method:1789R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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]p
]s
5q ,
~43!
]q
]s
5~c22j2!
]2p
]j2
12j
]2q
]j
22j
]p
]j
1q2k2t2p .
We developed a code to solve the equations given above @Eq.
~43!#. The code is initialized by employing the small t solu-
tion given by Yang et al.14
We now modify the impulse model to include equilib-
rium dissociation chemistry. The impulse model proposed by
Richtmyer2 for the growth rate of perturbations is as follows:
A˙ ~ t !5kA0DU
h21
h11 . ~44!
In Eq. ~44!, k is the wave number, and DU is the change in
the mean velocity of the interface. Richtmyer further sug-
gested the use of post-shock quantities in Eq. ~44!. He de-
rived the initial compression of the amplitude from kine-
matic considerations as
A01
A0
512
DU
U0
, ~45!
where U0 is the velocity of the incident shock and
A01(A0) are the post ~pre! shock amplitudes of the pertur-
bation. The domain of validity of the impulse model was
explored by Yang et al.14 It is clear that the impulse model
suggests a linear dependence in M for M@1 which is con-
sistent with the high Mach number scaling discussed later in
this paper. In the limit, b0!0 one can reduce the equations
of local analysis ~see Sec. III! to get a set of algebraic equa-
tions which are solved to get the solution of a one-
dimensional shock contact interaction for both the frozen and
equilibrium chemistry cases. The contact speed DU and the
post-shock amplitude A01 and Atwood number are substi-
tuted in Eq. ~44! to obtain the impulse model growth rate for
equilibrium dissociation chemistry.
In Fig. 9 we plot the growth rates, normalized by the
initial perturbation amplitude to wavelength ratio A0 /l , for a
H2–N2 interface for an M510 incident shock. The late time
FIG. 9. Linear theory and Impulse model growth rates of the perturbation,
normalized by the initial perturbation amplitude to wavelength ratio A0 /l ,
for an M510 shock interaction with a H2–N2 interface.1790 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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rium chemistry case than the frozen case by about 15%. It is
interesting to note that times at which the crests and troughs
appear are different for two cases. Later we shall demon-
strate that even for A0 /l50.01 the nonlinearity manifests
itself very rapidly. For frozen chemistry the impulse model
growth rate agrees with the late-time asymptotic growth rate
from the linear theory. On the other hand, the equilibrium
impulse model indicates a slightly larger growth rate than the
frozen chemistry impulse model. While the initial compres-
sion is larger ~i.e., A01 is smaller! for the equilibrium chem-
istry case, both the DU as well as the post-shock Atwood
ratio are larger in the equilibrium chemistry case and the net
result is a larger impulse model growth rate in the presence
of equilibrium chemistry. Also, for flows with equilibrium
chemistry the impulse model differs from the late-time
asymptotic growth rate from the linear theory.
In Fig. 10 we plot the growth rates, normalized by
A0 /l , for a N2–O2 interface for an M512 incident shock.
In this low Atwood number case, the agreement between
the impulse model growth rates and the linear theory is quite
poor. In fact the equilibrium impulse model growth rate dif-
fers from the frozen impulse model growth rate by a factor
of 4.
V. NUMERICAL METHOD
The numerical method employed to obtain the simula-
tion results in the next section is a second order accurate
Equilibrium Flux Method ~EFM!.19 Note that EFM does not
require the calculation of the sound speed which is desirable
for finite V cases. EFM, however, is more diffusive than
Godunov type methods. Macrossan20 has extended EFM to
second order accuracy including IDG chemistry, and dis-
cusses the diffusion in EFM in detail. We extend the method
further to include a mixture of two ideally dissociating gases
which occurs at the interface due to numerical diffusion. Fur-
thermore, our approach to achieve second order accuracy is
different from that of Macrossan.
FIG. 10. Linear theory and impulse model growth rates of the perturbation,
normalized by the initial perturbation amplitude to wavelength ratio A0 /l ,
for an M512 shock interaction with a N2–O2 interface.R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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In the numerical calculation, operator splitting is em-
ployed. This means that the equations @Eq. ~2!# are solved in
two parts. In the first or ‘‘hydrodynamical’’ part, the com-
pressible Euler equations ~with S50! are solved. In the sec-
ond step or ‘‘chemistry’’ part, we determine the composition
of the gases. We solve either Eq. ~4! which is the law of
mass action ~for V!`! for each gas or solve Eq. ~5! which
governs the finite rate chemistry ~finite V! in each computa-
tional cell. The details of the numerical method are relegated
to the Appendix.
For all our simulations, the physical domain is divided
into a uniform grid. We take care that internal waves do not
reach the left or the right boundary during the simulations.
Hence the left boundary condition is just the uniform flow
behind the incident shock while the boundary condition on
FIG. 11. Growth rate for an M51.2 shock interaction with Air–SF6 inter-
face.
FIG. 12. Perturbation amplitude for different numerical methods for an
M510 shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. Frozen chem-
istry.Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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The boundary conditions are reflecting in the y-direction.
The code was implemented on the 512 node Intel Para-
gon which is a message-passing parallel machine, and
achieved roughly 1.4 GFLOPS performance on 100 proces-
sors. Mesh archetypes21 were used to achieve domain de-
composition and communication between processors and to
aid in porting the serial version of EFM to a parallel com-
puter. The best load balancing was achieved by slicing the
domain in the y-direction only.
A. Code validation
For the purposes of code validation we choose the case
of a M51.2 incident shock and an interface between air and
sulphur-hexaflouride with A052.4 mm, l537.5 mm. These
were the parameters of Benjamin’s experiment22 and numeri-
cally simulated using a front-tracking method by Grove
et al.4 and Holmes et al.5 The growth rate for this case is
shown in Fig. 11. We observe that the second order EFM
agrees well with the second order Godunov method ~a brief
FIG. 13. Amplitude of perturbation for different grid sizes, for an M510
shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. Frozen chemistry.
FIG. 14. Total circulation for different grid sizes, for an M510 shock
interaction with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. Frozen chemistry.1791R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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description of this method is given in Reference 17! and
moreover, the plots of the growth rate look remarkably simi-
lar to Fig. 2~b! in Reference 4.
B. Comparison between EFM, Godunov and Roe
methods
We now compare EFM with two standard methods of
computing the fluxes namely the Godunov and the Roe
methods. The test case used is that of a M510 shock inter-
action with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface with frozen chem-
istry on a mesh of size 500350. We employed a second
order Godunov method with slope limiting and observed se-
vere numerical oscillations in the y-direction in a localized
region behind the transmitted shock. Note that these oscilla-
tions were absent for the M51.2 case described above in the
section on code validation. While it is believed that the ap-
plication of additional numerical viscosity will mitigate these
effects we did not choose to do so. Therefore, the Godunov
method was deemed unsuitable for strong shock cases.
Meloon23 provided us with results from a second order Roe
method. The amplitude of perturbation for the EFM, Roe and
Godunov method is plotted in Fig. 12. For times beyond
t50.4 the oscillations present in the Godunov case have con-
siderably contaminated the field and quantification of the
perturbation amplitude is not very accurate. Nevertheless, the
maximum difference in the amplitude between the Roe
method and the EFM method was less than 5%, while the
maximum difference between the EFM and Godunov1792 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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numerical methods are quite different this small difference is
encouraging.
C. Convergence study
In this section we present the results of a convergence
study of some gross features for a M510 shock interaction
with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface with frozen chemistry
with grid sizes: ~1! 500350, ~2! 10003100 ~3! 20003200,
and ~4! 40003400. Recently, Samtaney and Pullin11 have
FIG. 15. Growth rate of perturbation for different grid sizes, for an
M510 shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. Frozen chem-
istry.FIG. 16. Time sequence of numerical shadowgraphs for an M510 shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. Frozen chemistry. Times shown are:
~a! 0.166, ~b! 0.345, ~c! 0.523 ~d! 0.700 and ~e! 0.878.R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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FIG. 17. Time sequence of numerical shadowgraphs for an M510 shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. Equilibrium chemistry. Times shown
are: ~a! 0.167, ~b! 0.346, ~c! 0.524 ~d! 0.703 and ~e! 0.881.speculated on convergence of computations to the weak so-
lution of the compressible Euler equations in the presence of
vortex sheets. Their computations indicate a lack of conver-
gence with mesh refinement in the vicinity of vortex sheets.
Lack of convergence was also reported by Mulder et al.24 in
their inviscid numerical computations of Rayleigh–Taylor
and Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities. The only convergence
one may hope to achieve is for integrated quantities such as
circulation and perturbation amplitude. For each resolution,
the following quantities are plotted as a function of time in
Figs. 13, 14 and 15: the perturbation amplitude (A), the total
circulation in the domain ~G!, and the instantaneous growth
rate of the perturbation amplitude (dA/dt) ~taken as the in-
stantaneous pointwise difference in the velocities at the top
and bottom portion of the interface!. Clearly, the computa-
tions have converged for early times. At intermediate and
late times we observe that the differences between successive
doubling of the grid sizes decreases. In fact the difference
between grids ~3! and ~4! is quite small especially for
t<0.6. This leads us to believe that convergence will be
achieved for even larger grid sizes. As will be explained in
detail later, the poor convergence in circulation at late times
is attributed to the presence of shear layers in the flow. Theo-
retically, these shear layers which arise spontaneously at
triple points are vortex sheets which diffuse due to numerical
viscosity. Note that triple points are points where three
shocks meet and the jump conditions across all shocks are
satisfied if a contact discontinuity is included in the
solution.25 The triple points arise in our case at the shockPhys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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to satisfy the boundary conditions. The situation is analogous
to irregular shock reflection at a solid wall where we have a
three shock system and a contact discontinuity all meeting at
one point namely the triple point. Although higher resolution
simulations are desirable, these prove to be computationally
prohibitive at the present time. Nonetheless, overall qualita-
tive physics may still be extracted from these simulations.
The simulation results presented below are performed using
the 20003200 grid; the results for the Mach scaling and the
finite rate chemistry cases were obtained for the 10003100
grid.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS: HIGH ATWOOD RATIO
INTERFACES
In this section we present detailed examinations of the
flow fields for two specific cases: a Mach M510 interaction
with a H2–N2 sinusoidal interface and a Mach M518 shock
interaction with a N2–H2 sinusoidal interface. This is fol-
lowed by an examination of Mach number scaling for these
large Atwood ratio cases.
A. Low-high acoustic impedance case: H2–N2
interface
In this section we present results for a M510 shock
interaction with a H2–N2 interface perturbed sinusoidally
with A0 /l50.1. The physical domain extent in the
x-direction is @xl ,xr#[@20.2l ,4.8l# . The first interaction1793R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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between the shock and the interface is the very rapid shock
refraction process. In this case the transmitted and the re-
flected waves are both shock waves. The transmitted shock
moves at a slower speed relative to the incident shock while
the reflected shock moves to the right in the laboratory frame
of reference. In Figs. 16 and 17 numerical shadowgraph im-
ages ~generated by taking the Laplacian of density! are
shown at various times during the simulation for the frozen
and equilibrium dissociation chemistry cases respectively.
The discontinuities in the flow are clearly seen in the numeri-
cal shadowgraphs. The mean velocities in the x-direction of
the primary waves ~the reflected shock, the transmitted shock
and the contact discontinuity! are larger for the equilibrium
case than the frozen case. However, for the equilibrium
chemistry case, the transmitted and the reflected shock lie
closer to the interface than the frozen case. This effect is due
to the larger compression of the gases for the equilibrium
case than the frozen case. The contact discontinuity rolls up
and gives rise to the familiar mushroom shape of the inter-
face. Nitrogen penetrates into hydrogen as a strong spike.
FIG. 18. Amplitude of the perturbation for an M510 shock interaction with
a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. Fr ~Eq! implies frozen ~equilibrium! chem-
istry.
FIG. 19. Growth rate of the perturbation for an M510 shock interaction
with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. The horizontal dotted lines are the im-
pulse model ~IM! growth rates.1794 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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bubble which assumes a vertically flat shape in a short time,
and the bubble velocity approaches the velocity of the con-
tact from a one-dimensional shock-contact interaction. Thus,
the growth of the perturbation is mostly due to the relative
velocity of the strong spike, and the evolution of the inter-
face is very asymmetric unlike the near-symmetric evolution
for very weak shocks.
The peak density was approximately 135r0 in the frozen
chemistry case and 290r0 in the equilibrium chemistry case.
The ratio of the peak density ~temperature! in the equilibrium
chemistry to the frozen chemistry case is approximately
2.1(0.4). This, a well-known effect, is due to endothermic
dissociation. During the simulation, the peak temperature in
N2 at t50.166 and t50.878 was 8620 K and 8725 K, re-
spectively for the equilibrium chemistry case. Thus in certain
small localized regions we are beyond the domain of validity
of the IDG model. However we believe that this is not a
serious shortcoming. The maximum level of dissociation of
hydrogen ~nitrogen! molecules is about 20%(36%).
Aside from differences in the speed of the waves and
local magnitudes of the density and temperature, the geom-
FIG. 20. Growth rate of the perturbation for an M510 shock interaction
with a A0 /l50.01 H2–N2 interface. Frozen chemistry.
FIG. 21. Growth rate of the perturbation for an M510 shock interaction
with a A0 /l50.01 H2–N2 interface. Equilibrium chemistry.R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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FIG. 22. Time sequence of vorticity images for an M510 shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. Frozen chemistry. Times shown are: ~a!
0.166, ~b! 0.345, ~c! 0.523 ~d! 0.700 and ~e! 0.878.etry of the interface appears the same in both cases. The
amplitude of the perturbation ~plotted in Fig. 18! shows a
very small reduction due to dissociation. The growth rate of
the amplitude is plotted in Fig. 19. At any instant the frozen
and equilibrium limits exhibit different growth rates. The
growth rate given by the impulse model ~see Fig. 19! over-
predicts the growth rate significantly.
We now pose the following question: Is there a period of
linear growth? The growth rate dA/dt is plotted in Figs. 20
and 21 for frozen and equilibrium cases for a M510 shock
interaction with a A0 /l50.01 H2–N2 interface. We observe
agreement with the linear theory for small times. However
nonlinearity manifests itself very rapidly even for this very
weakly perturbed interface. Note that the crests and the
troughs for the linear and the nonlinear growth rates occur at
the same times. It is certainly possible that there exists a
sustained period of linear growth of the amplitude but this
may require that the initial perturbations (A0 /l) be ex-
tremely small. Nonlinear simulations of smaller perturba-
tions are expensive as very high resolution is required.
In Figs. 22 and 23 vorticity images are shown at various
times during the simulation. As the shock traverses the inter-
face, vorticity is generated due to baroclinicity. The interac-
tion between the incident shock and the interface leads to
negative baroclinic vorticity on the interface. At the end of
this initial rapid interaction, notice the Mach stems associ-Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
Downloaded¬26¬Feb¬2006¬to¬131.215.240.9.¬Redistribution¬subjeated with the reflected ~transmitted! shock near the top ~bot-
tom! boundary. The intersections of the Mach stems with the
reflected and the transmitted shocks are the location of triple
points. Associated with these triple points are shear layers
with vorticity opposite in sign to that on the interface. These
triple points traverse the reflected ~or transmitted! shock
fronts and further reflections from the top and bottom bound-
aries cause the appearance of shear layers ~with alternating
signs of vorticity!. These patterns are very clear in hydrogen.
These effects change the circulation budget in the domain. It
is precisely these ill-resolved vortex layers that are respon-
sible for the lack of convergence of circulation ~see Fig. 14!.
The circulation on the interface ~interfacial circulation!,
G i is an important parameter governing the mixing. G i is
defined here as the total vorticity for those computational
cells containing a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen. The
total circulation in the domain G and the interfacial circula-
tion G i is plotted as a function of time in Fig. 24. The shear
layers in either hydrogen or nitrogen far from the interface,
are relatively unimportant in the mixing process. It is ob-
served that chemical reactions reduce the interfacial circula-
tion only slightly. The horizontal lines in Fig. 24 are theoret-
ical predictions of the primary baroclinic circulation G l at the
end of the shock refraction process ~see Sec. III C!. In this
case, fortuitously, the total interfacial circulation is close to
the theoretical predictions during the entire simulation. In1795R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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FIG. 23. Time sequence of vorticity images for an M510 shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. Equilibrium chemistry. Times shown are: ~a!
0.167, ~b! 0.346, ~c! 0.524 ~d! 0.703 and ~e! 0.881.addition to the total circulation, we quantified the total posi-
tive circulation (Gp) and total negative circulation (Gn). At
the end of the simulation, Gp52.66 and Gn522.93, i.e.,
both these quantities are of comparable magnitude.
Effect of non-equilibrium chemistry: So far we have con-
sidered the frozen and the equilibrium limits. In actual prac-
tice, the chemical reactions proceed at a finite rate. We con-
FIG. 24. Total circulation for an M510 shock interaction with a
A0 /l50.1 H2–N2 interface. The interfacial circulation is denoted by G i .
The total circulation is denoted by G . The initial baroclinic circulation from
local analysis is denoted by G l .1796 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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interface at two different Damko¨hler numbers,
V52.06,20.6. Note that V , defined by Eq. ~11!, is only a
reference value. The reaction rate at the shock front is fixed
since we have fixed the thermodynamic state of the un-
shocked hydrogen. Hence different Damko¨hler numbers are
achieved by changing the wavelength of the perturbation.
FIG. 25. Amplitude of perturbation A for M510, A0 /l50.1, H2–N2 in-
terface for various Damko¨hler numbers.R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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FIG. 26. Time sequence of numerical shadow graphs for an M518 shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1 N2–H2 interface. Frozen chemistry. Times shown
are: ~a! 0.035 and ~b! 0.187.For V52.06,20.6 l is chosen as 1.0 cm and 0.1 cm, respec-
tively. The amplitude A ~normalized by l) is plotted in Fig.
25. A magnification of the graph corresponding to early
times clearly shows that A for finite V lies between the fro-
zen and equilibrium limits, albeit closer to the equilibrium
chemistry case. This implies that extremely small shock
tubes ~less than 1 mm width! would be needed to achieve the
frozen chemistry limit. Thus, for practical situations, the
equilibrium chemistry limit is the relevant one. A smaller
Damko¨hler number than those discussed above, implies a
larger relaxation zone behind the incident shock. Resolution
of this requires a significantly larger computational domain
than is currently feasible. Overall, for the current situation, it
appears that finite rate chemistry calculations do not provide
any surprises. Therefore, we will not consider finite rate
chemical reactions further and focus exclusively on the fro-
zen and equilibrium limits. At late times we see that A(t) for
the finite rate chemistry cases lies below the frozen and equi-
librium limits which may be due to lack of convergence at
late times.
B. High-low acoustic impedance case: N2–H2
interface
We next examine the case in which the shock moves
from a medium with a low sound speed to a medium with a
higher sound speed, characterized by a reflected rarefaction
wave. We choose the shock Mach number to be M518 be-
cause the effects of chemistry at lower Mach numbers arePhys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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harmonic with A0 /l50.1. The physical domain extent in the
x-direction is @xl ,xr#[@22.5l ,2.5l# . In this case, we move
the grid with a velocity of 18.26 in the x-direction, which is
the average speed of the reflected and transmitted waves. In
Figs. 26 and 27 numerical shadowgraph images for the fro-
zen and equilibrium cases are shown at early and late times
during the interaction. Unlike the previous case, there is no
strong development of the spike in this case. During the re-
fraction process, the transmitted shock moves relatively
ahead of the incident shock due to the lower acoustic imped-
ance. Recombination of nitrogen atoms occurs across the rar-
efaction wave. The peak density in this case occurs behind
the incident shock and is 6.9r0 for the frozen chemistry case
and 11.4r0 for the equilibrium chemistry case. The peak dis-
sociated mass fraction in nitrogen ~hydrogen! was 26.7%
(4%). For equilibrium chemistry, the temperature behind the
incident shock in N2 is 8175 K thus violating the IDG model.
However recombination of N2 across the rarefaction lowers
the peak temperature in N2 to about 6925 K and thus near the
interface the IDG model holds.
In Fig. 28 the amplitude of the interface, A(t), is plotted
as a function of time. Even before the shock completely
traverses the interface, the interface exhibits a phase reversal
i.e., A(t) changes sign and continues to grow in the opposite
direction of the initial perturbation. In this case too, we ob-
serve a reduction in the growth of the perturbation due to
dissociation chemistry.FIG. 27. Time sequence of numerical shadowgraphs for an M518 shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1 N2–H2 interface. Equilibrium chemistry. Times
shown are: ~a! 0.035 and ~b! 0.185.1797R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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In Fig. 29 we plot the total circulation G and the inter
facial circulation G i as a function of time. After the first peak
which is due to the primary baroclinic circulation generation
on the interface, there is a sharp reduction in the total circu-
lation. The reason is as follows: the perturbed transmitted
shock becomes planar ~under normal circumstances shocks
are stable! and this is achieved via compression waves,
which steepen and form a shock and a Mach stem in hydro-
gen. In fact these waves interact with the interface and gen-
erate vorticity of opposite sign. The angle between the inter-
face and the waves is quite large. In addition, the time of
interaction is larger relative to the incident shock passage
time. Thus, this secondary interaction leads to a larger baro-
clinic generation of vorticity of opposite sign than the pri-
mary interaction of the incident shock with the interface. As
observed for the H2–N2 interface case, there is a reverbera-
tion of these waves from the lines of symmetry and this is
responsible for the oscillations seen in the plot of circulation.
Note that G i shows a smaller variation with time than G . The
horizontal dotted lines in Fig. 29 are the theoretical predic-
tion of the primary baroclinic circulation generation G l by
the incident shock.
FIG. 28. Amplitude of the perturbation for an M518 shock interaction with
a A0 /l50.1 N2–H2 interface.
FIG. 29. Circulation for an M518 shock interaction with a A0 /l50.1
N2–H2 interface. The interfacial circulation is denoted by G i . The total
circulation is denoted by G . The initial baroclinic circulation from local
analysis is denoted by G l .1798 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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Note that the hydrodynamic equations for the frozen and
equilibrium chemistry cases are invariant under the follow-
ing transformation:
t!tM ,p!p/M 2,u!u/M ,E!E/M 2. ~46!
It is also well-known that for high Mach number perfect gas
flows that the pressure and the velocity behind a shock scale
quadratically and linearly in Mach number M . We expect
that the above scaling holds for the frozen cases discussed
above and furthermore we are interested in departure from
the above scaling in the presence of chemistry.
In Figs. 30 and 31, the amplitude is plotted as a function
of tM , i.e., time scaled by the Mach number of the shock for
both the frozen and the equilibrium case for the H2–N2 in-
terface. Furthermore, we examine the scaled growth rate
(dA/dt)/M and the scaled circulation G/M in Figs. 32, 33,
34 and 35, respectively. For the frozen limit, the above Mach
number scaling holds for the entire duration of the simula-
tion. We believe that such a detailed agreement of the scaled
results for frozen high M flows has not been reported previ-
FIG. 30. Amplitude of the perturbation as a function of scaled time (tM ) for
M55,10,15 shocks. The interface is a A0 /l50.1, H2–N2 interface. Frozen
chemistry.
FIG. 31. Amplitude of the perturbation as a function of scaled time (tM ) for
M55,10,15 shocks. The interface is a A0 /l50.1, H2–N2 interface. Equi-
librium chemistry.R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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ously. The scaling for the equilibrium limit is not as good as
for the frozen limit. However for the amplitude, the differ-
ences between the scaled curves are small and we observe a
monotonic decrease in A(t) with increase in M in the pres-
ence of equilibrium chemistry.
For the N2–H2 interface, the scaled circulation, G/M
and amplitude A are plotted as a function of scaled time,
tM for frozen and equilibrium cases in Figs. 36, 37, 38 and
39. For this case too, Mach number scaling holds for the
frozen limit.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS: LOW ATWOOD RATIO
INTERFACES
Until now, we have examined the high density ratio
cases ~pre-shock Atwood number, At560.867). For the
high Atwood number cases, we observe that the effects of
dissociation, in as much as the perturbation growth is con-
cerned, are quite small except for very high Mach numbers.
In this section, we briefly examine the low Atwood number
cases i.e., N2–O2 or O2–N2 interfaces ~preshock Atwood
number, At560.067).
FIG. 32. Scaled growth rate (dA/dt/M ) as a function of scaled time
(tM ) for M55,10,15 shocks. The interface is a A0 /l50.1, H2–N2 inter-
face. Frozen chemistry.
FIG. 33. Scaled growth rate (dA/dt/M ) as a function of scaled time
(tM ) for M55,10,15 shocks. The interface is a A0 /l50.1, H2–N2 inter-
face. Equilibrium chemistry.Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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interface
We examine the case of a M512 shock incident in ni-
trogen. During refraction, the reflected shock is a very weak
shock. In this case, equilibrium chemistry plays an important
role in oxygen which has a much lower dissociation tempera-
ture than nitrogen. We remind the reader that no reaction
between the two gases at the interface is allowed, i.e., NO
formation is completely suppressed. The linear theory indi-
cates a higher growth rate in the presence of equilibrium
chemistry ~see Sec. IV!. The nonlinear simulations also in-
dicate that the growth rate of the perturbation amplitude
A(t) ~Fig. 40! is larger in the presence of equilibrium chem-
istry. However note that the growth of the perturbations is
extremely slow. The initial compression of the perturbation
amplitude is large and for the times shown the perturbation
amplitude has not even recovered its original unshocked
value. We did not carry out the simulations further in time
because we have already exceeded what would be a reason-
able duration in an experiment in T5. In this case, the im-
FIG. 34. Scaled circulation (G/M ) as a function of scaled time (tM ) for
M55,10,15 shocks. The interface is a A0 /l50.1, H2–N2 interface. Frozen
chemistry.
FIG. 35. Scaled circulation (G/M ) as a function of scaled time (tM ) for
M55,10,15 shocks. The interface is a A0 /l50.1, H2–N2 interface. Equi-
librium chemistry.1799R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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pulse model is inaccurate and should not be employed for
predicting growth rates for either the frozen or the equilib-
rium chemistry case. We will not dwell upon this rather un-
interesting case any further except to state that the primary
baroclinic circulation generation is larger for the equilibrium
chemistry case than the frozen chemistry case ~see Table II!.
B. High-low acoustic impedance case: O2–N2
interface
In this case, the circulation on the interface is larger for
the equilibrium case than the frozen case at early times. The
perturbation amplitude A(t) is larger for the equilibrium case
and is overtaken by the frozen case only at late times. The
dissociation behind the incident shock (M512) in oxygen is
about 21%. The overall conclusion is that chemistry seems
to play a significant role at lower Atwood numbers in chang-
ing the primary baroclinic circulation generation. However,
the growth of the perturbations is observed to be extremely
slow and we conjecture that experiments of these low At-
wood number cases one would not observe any significant
mixing.
FIG. 36. Scaled circulation versus scaled time for a A0 /l50.1 N2–H2
interface. Frozen chemistry.
FIG. 37. Scaled circulation versus scaled time for a A0 /l50.1 N2–H2
interface. Equilibrium chemistry.1800 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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In this paper, we have examined the effects of dissocia-
tion in the interaction of shocks with density interfaces under
hypervelocity conditions. For the high Atwood number inter-
faces examined, dissociation chemistry increases the peak
density and reduces the peak temperature significantly. A
small reduction in the growth of the perturbations is also
observed due to dissociation chemistry. We developed a lo-
cal analysis which may be used to get a self-similar solution
for weakly perturbed ~small b0) sawtooth interfaces. Fur-
thermore, the local analysis shows that the change due to
dissociation in the primary baroclinic circulation generation
is small for high Atwood number interfaces. For strong
shocks and in the absence of chemistry it is appropriate to
scale the time by M , and the growth rate and the circulation
by 1/M . For the initial thermodynamic conditions examined,
the equilibrium chemistry limit appears appropriate. The fro-
zen limits will be achieved for extremely small, and hence
impractical length scales. For low Atwood number inter-
faces, we observed that the primary baroclinic circulation
generation and the growth rate was larger in the presence of
FIG. 38. Amplitude of the perturbation versus scaled time for a
A0 /l50.1 N2–H2 interface. Frozen chemistry.
FIG. 39. Amplitude of the perturbation versus scaled time for a
A0 /l50.1 N2–H2 interface. Equilibrium chemistry.R. Samtaney and D. I. Meiron
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equilibrium chemistry. The growth of the perturbation for
very strong shocks and low Atwood numbers was extremely
small.
For the case of a reflected shock wave, we extended
Richtmyer’s linear theory and impulse model to include
equilibrium chemistry. Good agreement between the linear
theory and nonlinear simulations was observed for
A0 /l50.01 at early times while departure from the linear
theory occurred rapidly even for these weakly perturbed in-
terfaces. We conclude that for the strong incident shocks
there is no sustained period of linear growth.
In the future, we hope to go beyond the simple IDG
model and implement changes in vibrational energy. Further-
more, we hope to implement a more realistic chemistry
model with a larger gamut of chemical reactions.
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APPENDIX: NUMERICAL METHOD DETAILS
We first present details of the hydrodynamical part of the
solution of the equations, i.e., Eq. ~2! with no source term.
Let Ui j
n be the approximation to the solution U(xi ,y j ,tn) of
Eq. ~2! in the (i , j)th cell where xi5xl1iDx , y j5 jDy and
tn5nDt . The time integration procedure is:
Ui j
n11/25Ui j
n 2
Dt
2 S Fi11/2, j
n 2Fi21/2, j
n
Dx
1
Gi , j11/2n 2Gi , j21/2n
Dy D , ~A1!
Ui j
n115Ui j
n 2DtS Fi11/2, jn11/2 2Fi21/2, jn11/2Dx
1
Gi , j11/2n11/2 2Gi , j21/2n11/2
Dy D . ~A2!
The flux of mass, momentum, energy and the mass frac-
tions through the cell interface at xi11/2[xi1Dx/2 is
Fi11/2, j[F~Vl ,Vr! i11/2, j , ~A3!
where Vl and Vr are the left and right states at the cell
interface xi11/2 obtained by a linear reconstruction from the
value of V in (i)th, (i21)th and the (i11)th cells. V is
simply the vector of unconserved variables given by
V5$r ,u ,v ,p ,r1 /r ,a1 ,a2%T. ~A4!
According to EFM, the flux vector is given by ~dropping the
i11/2, j subscript!
F~Vl ,Vr!5F~Vl!1F~Vr!, ~A5!F~V!53
Fmass
S u21 cp22 D rW1rucpD
vFmass
S u21v22 1 gg21 cp
2
2 D ruW1S u21v22 1 g11g21 cp
2
4 D rcpD1(k rkakr ud ,kRkFmass
r1
r
Fmass
r1a1
r
Fmass
r1a2
r
Fmass
4 . ~A6!
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In the above equation Fmass5ruW1rcpD , cp5(2RT)1/2 is
the most probable sound speed and
W5H 11er f ~u/cp!2 if V5Vl12er f ~u/cp!
2
if V5Vr ,
D55
1
2Ap
exp~u2/cp
2! if V5Vl
2
1
2Ap
exp~u2/cp
2! if V5Vr .
The linear reconstruction procedure is as follows. The
left and right states at the interface xi11/2 are given by
Vl5Vi1
Dx
2 S ]V]x D i , ~A7!
Vr5Vi112
Dx
2 S ]V]x D i11 .
The slope in cell i is given by
S ]V]x D i5@L# i21minmod~V˜ i ,V˜ i11 ,V˜ i21!, ~A8!
where V˜ i1k5@L# iVi1k , k521,0,1 is the projection of V
on to the characteristic space, and the minmod function pro-
vides the slope limiting.26 The matrix of left eigenvectors of
the Jacobian ]F/]V, is @L# i given by
@L#53
0 r/2 0 21/~2c ! 0 0 0
c 0 0 21/c 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 r/2 0 1/~2c ! 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 . ~A9!
We now present details of the chemistry stage in the
solution of the governing equations. This stage is necessary
only for VÞ0 and is carried out after the hydrodynamical
step. During the chemistry stage, we update the mass frac-
tions a1 and a2, and the temperature T in each computa-
tional cell. The total energy E in each computational cell is
constrained to be constant. Since during this step, there is no
flow across the cell boundaries, we actually keep the total
specific internal energy e constant. This implies the follow-
ing relation between T , a1 and a2
T5T01(
k
Tkak , ~A10!1802 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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re
3~r1R11r2R2!
,
~A11!
Tk5
2rkud ,kRk
3~r1R11r2R2!
.
For V!` , the following two equations ~the law of mass
action rewritten for each gas under the constraint that the
total energy remains constant! are solved by a Newton–
Raphson technique:
f 1~a1 ,a2![r1a122~12a1!rd ,1expS 2ud ,1T01(kTkakD50,
~A12!
f 2~a1 ,a2![r2a222~12a2!rd ,2expS 2ud ,2T01(kTkakD50.
~A13!
For finite V Eq. ~5! is integrated in time from tn to
tn1Dtc where Dtc equals either Dt/2 or Dt depending upon
whether this is done after the first or the second time inte-
gration stage of the hydrodynamical equations. Let
ak
n11/2[ak(tn1Dtc/2) and akn11[ak(tn1Dtc). Then, the
first stage of the implicit integration method is given below:
ak
n11/25ak
n1
Dtc
2 S dakdt D
n11/2
, ~A14!
where the reaction rate is expressed as
S dakdt D
n11/2
5Ck~Tn11/2!rkF ~12akn11/2!
3expS 2ud ,kTn11/2D2 rkrd ,k ~ak2!n11/2G . ~A15!
The second stage of the implicit integration is given as
ak
n115ak
n1
Dtc
2 F S dakdt D
n11/2
1S dakdt D
n11G , ~A16!
where
S dakdt D
n11
5Ck~Tn11!rkF ~12akn11!
3expS 2ud ,kTn11 D2 rkrd ,k ~ak2!n11G . ~A17!
In both the stages we must take care that the temperature is
expressed appropriately i.e. Tn1l5T01(kTkak
n1l
,l51/2,1.
During each implicit integration stage the solution was ob-
tained by Newton–Raphson.
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